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In this paper we obtain characterizations of metrizable spaces, paracompact M-spaces, Moore 
spaces and semimetrizable spaces in terms of the way those spaces are embedded in their 
Stone-Tech compactification. In addition, we give an internal characterization of paracompact 
M-spaces which we use in the proof of the embedding characterization. 
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1. IntrQductisn 
In [2] Arhangelskii defined ap-space by imposing acertain condition on a space X 
in terms of the way it is embedded in its Stone-tech compactification @K In this 
paper we consider several additional embeddings ofa similar nature and show that 
these embeddings lead to characterizations of some important classes of spaces. 
In particular, characterizations of metrizable spaces, paracompact M-spaces, 
Moore spaces and semimetrizable spaces are obtained in Theorems 2.1-2.4, 
respectively. 
Unless otherwise stated, no separation axioms are assumed; however, 
completely regular spaces are always TI and paracompact spaces are always 
Hausdorff. The set of positive integers is denoted by N. If A is a subset of a 
space X, the closure and interior of A in X are denoted by C&A and IntxA, 
respectively. 
A map f : X + Y is called a perfect map if f is a closed map and if-‘( y) is a compact 
subset of X for every y E Y. 
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‘2. Embedding characterizations 
If % is a collection of subsets of a space X and x E X, we define St&(X, %) as follows: 
St’(x,U)=St(x,‘QG)=~UEQ:xEU}, 
Stk(x,Q)=~U&: UnStk-‘(x,‘B)#(d} forks2. 
Also, if A c X, we define St(A, %) by 
St(A,‘@)=uU&B: UflA#0}. 
The collection {St(U, %): U e Ql} will be denoted by QP. 
If % and V are covers of a space X, we write % < V if for every U E % there exists 
VE Y such that U c )51/. If (Q&) is a sequence of covers of X such that Q&,+1 c %,, 
(a:+, c (&) for every n EN, then the sequence (C,) is called a refining sequence 
(normal sequence). 
Let X be a completely regular space and let (Se,) be a refining sequence ofcovers 
of X by sets open in &K. Consider the following conditions on the sequence (a”): 
(A&) nfN1 St&(& 3”) c X for each x E X. 
(Bk) nr_, St&(%, 3”) = {%} for each x E X. 
(c&) For each x E X and n i N, there exists n(x) E N such that 
c&air stk(X, a(t)) = Stkb, @L). 
(Dk) For each x E X and n E N, there exists n(x) E N such that 
Cl#X Stk+‘(X, 3”(X)) c St&(x, 5B”). 
If the completely regular space X has a sequence (B,,) satisfying (A&) or (Bk), then X 
is said to be p& embedded in ;BX or G&(k)-embedded in BX, respectively. If in addition 
the sequence (&) satisfies (C&), then X is said to be strictly p&-embedded in /3X or 
strictly Ga(k)-embedded in 6X, respectively. A completely regular space X with a 
sequence (5&J satisfying (A&) and (Dk) is said to be strongly p&-embedded in /3X’. 
The readershould observe that he embedding used in the definition of a p-space is 
clearly equivalent to a PI-embedding and that used in the definition of a strict p-space 
[4] is clearly equivalent o a strict irl-embedding. In addition to the obvious 
implications among the various em ddings defined above, the following are easily 
observed: 
(1) Every locally compact ?‘&sp;ce is p&-embedded in @X for each k E N. 
(2) A completely regular space x is G&(k)-embedded in /3X if and only if it is 
p&-embedded in /3X and has a Ga(k)-•diagonal[9]. 
Since the definition of G&(l)-diagonal is precisely the characterization f Ga- 
diagonal obtained in [S], those spaces which are G&(l)-embedded in fix are 
precisely the p-spaces with Ga-di rrals. 
The major characterizations obtained in this paper are presented below. The 
proofs of these results may be found in Sections 3-6, respectively. 
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Theorem 2.1. A completely regular space X is met&able if and only if it is strictly 
Gs(k)-embedded iin /3X for any k a 2. 
Theorem 2.2. A completely regular space Xis a paracompact M-space if and only ifit 
is strongly pk-embedded in PX for any k E N. 
Theorem 2.3. A completely regular space X is a Moore space if and only if it is strictly 
Ga( 1).embedded in &C 
Theorem 2.4. A completely regular space Xis semimetrizable if and only if there exists 
a sequence (Se,) of covers of X by subsets of l3X such that, for every x E X, 
x E Intx ist(x, Se,) and 6 Clsx St(x, a,,) = {x}. 
n=l 
The techniques we use in proving the above results are based on those used in [3] 
and [4]. 
The following lemmas will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. 
Lemma 2.5. Let ((an) be a sequence of open collections of subsets of l3X If we put 
Q&,={B~X:BE~&,} foreachnEN, 
then 
St&(x, a,,) = St&(x, an) n X for each k E N. 
Proof. It is easy to show that St(x, %n) = St(x, SBn) AX. Assume St&(x, %,) = 
St&(x, a,,) AX. It follows easily that Stk+‘(x, ‘@n) c Stk+‘(x, @n) n X. Suppose y E 
St&+‘(x, an) n X. Then tb,ere is a B E 3, such that y E B and B n St&(x, an) f 8. If 
(B n Stk((x, 3”)) nX = 0,) then B n St&(x, 48n) is a nonempty open subset of @X-X, 
which is impossible. Hence, (B nX) nStk(x, %n) # 0 and SO y E Stk+‘(x, %)- 
The proof of the following lemma, being quite similar to that of Lemma 2.5, is left 
to the reader. 
Lemma 2.6. Let (S”) be a sequence of open covers of X. If we gut 
3, = {i3 open in @X: B n X E Q,) for each n E N, 
then 
St&(x, 411n)= St&(x, Bn)nX for each x E X. 
Lemma2.7. Let(~,)beasequenceofopencoversofXwithQ,+1<’Pl,foreal:hn~N. 
If we put S,, = {Al open in /3X: B nX E %n}, then Sri+++ < 4e, for each n E N,, 
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lmDof. IfB E @“+I, thenBrrX&~+~andsothereisaU&,suchthatBnXcU. 
Now let B’ be open @X such that B'n X = U and put B” = B' u B. Then 
B"nX=(B'uB)nX=(B'nX)u(BnX)=U 
ThusB"~48, and BcB"so that48,+1<48,. 
3. MeWable spaces 
The characterization f met&able spaces given in Theorem 2.1 is obtained by 
using the following extension of a metrization theorem of Morita [ll]. For other 
references to this result he reader is referred to [9, p. 121. 
Theorem 3.1. For a Tl-space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is met&able. 
(2) l%ere is a sequence (q,,) of open covers of X such that, for each x EX, 
#M2(x, e,,): n E N) is a neighborhood basis at x. 
(3) For any k B 3, there is a sequence (%,J of open covers of Xsuch that, for each 
x E X, {St(xk, %,,): n E N) iS a neighborhood basis at x. 
Roof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is essentially [ 11, Theorem 41 and the 
implication (3) + (2) is clear. Suppose X is metrizable and d is a metric for X. For 
each n E N, let 
%~={S&,l/n):x~X} where S~(x,l/n)={y~X:d(x,y)Cl/n}. 
Since for each x E X and n E N, Stk(xV $&) c S&x, l/n), it follows that (1) I+ (3). 
We now give a proof of Theorem 2.1 for the case where k = 2. The proofs for the 
cases k B 3 follow in exactly the same manner by using the equivalence of(1) and (3) 
in Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 2.5-2.7. 
Roof of Theorem 2.1. If X is metriza%le, there exists a sequence (C,) of open 
covers of X satisfying (2) of Theorem 3.1 where we may assume that &+I < qn for 
each n E N. For each n E N, Pet 
a,, = {B open in /3X: B nJ6 E Ql,}. 
Suppose xE X and y E /3X -X Sin= St2(x, 3,) n [@X -{ y}] is an open set in @X 
containing x, there is an open set IV in @X such that 
x E w c cl@* w c St2(x, .)~-~w-{YH. 
Let n(x) E N be such that 
St2(x, dpl,~,,) c=;: Wn X ;= Cl@x W n X 
By Lemma 2.6, St2(x, 4!&) = St2(x, 48,&n X and since there are no nonempty 
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open subsets of /3X -X, it follows that St2(x, $l&) - Clsx W = 0. Hence, 
ClBx St2(x, %W) = Clsx W = St2(x, se,) fi [fix -1 y)] 
and so the sequence (a,) satisfies condition (Cz) of Section 1. Also, 
and, since y is an arbitrary element of &K -X, it follows that nr=, St’(x, Se,) c X 
Thus 
fi St2(x, 6&!&J = fi St2(x, 9,) nx = fi St2(x, %n) = {x} 
a=1 n=l n=l 
because {St’(x, Q&): n E N) is a neighborhood basis at x. Hence, the sequence (98,) 
satisfies condition (Bz) of Section 1. By Lemma 2.7, B”+l< a, for each R E N and so 
X is strictly G8(2)-embedded in /3X, 
Conversely, suppose (48,) is a sequence of covers of X illustrating that X is strictly 
Ga(2)-embedded in /3X. Let, x E X, W be an open set in X containing x and W’ be an 
open set in PX such that W’ nX = WI Consider the set 
H, = h Clsx St2(x, 3,). W’. 
&=l 
If H, # 0 for every n E N, then {E& :n E N) is a sequence of nonempty closed 
sets satisfying the finite intersection property and so nTzl H, # 0. However, 
n:& H, = {x} - W’ = 0 and so there exists an n E N such that H, = 0. It follows that 
St2(x, a,,) c W’. But, by Lemma 2.5, we have 
St2(x, %,) = St2(x, 58,) AX c W’ n x = w. 
Thus by Theorem 3.1, X is metrizable. 
4. Paracompact M-spaces. 
A space X is called an M-space [lo] if there exists a normal sequence (‘&) of open 
covers of X such that if X~ E St(x, %,), then the sequence (x,) has a cluster point. A 
space X is called a wM-space [9] if there exists a sequence ( n) of open covers of X 
such that if x, E St2(x, %,), then the sequence (x,) has a cluster point. The sequence 
(%,) will be called an M-sequence or wM-sequence, respectively. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.2 we need a generalized version of [9, Theorem 3.1 in 
II] for paracompact M-spaces. The following lemma is required. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (%,,) 6 a refining wMsequence for a T1 -space X arad let k E N. If 
fi CIJl$tk+l(x, an) = fi Stk(x, a?,), 
n=l n=l 
then for each m > k {St”(x, %,): n E N) is a neighborhood basis for nz&(x, @“). 
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Roof. The case where k = 1 is the content of [9, Lemma 3.2 in XI]. By the use of (9, 
Lemma 2.5 in I], an argument analogous to that used in proving the result for k = 1 
verifies the result for k a 2. 
Theorem 4.2. A Ts-space X is a paracompact M-space if and only if for 
any keN, there is a refining wM=sequence (4&,) such that, for each x E X, 
nzWs Clx St’+‘(x, @J = nz_, St”(%, a,)) and nT_, St&(x, %,) is o compact subset 
ofx. 
Roof. $uppose X is a paracompact M-space with M-sequence (C,). It is 
easy to see that (Bn) is a refining w&sequence. Since (q@) is a normal 
sequence, Cl% Stk4’(x, ~~+$= St&(x, 4&) for each x E X and k, n EN and so 
nTW1 & St&+*(%, Q&) = nzml St&(%, e ,). It is easy to see that nz_, St&(%, Un) is 
countably compact and, because X is paracompact, i  is compact. 
Conversely, suppose (Q&J is a sequence of open covers of X satisfying the 
hypothesis of the theorem. Let Cx = n:_l Cl* Stk+‘(xs ‘!&) = n;_l St&(%, Q&). If 
k = 1, the fact that X is an M-space is the result of [9, Theorem 3.1 in II]; moreover, 
X is paracompact since nT-1 St&(%, &) is compact. The proof for k B 2 is similar to 
the proof for k = 1 but requires ome nonobvious modifications. By Lemma 4.1, 
{St’+‘(x, 4&J: IZ E 1”5) isa neighborhood basis for C,. Thus for each % E X and n E N, 
there is an n(x) E N such that St&+*(x, && c St&(%, lQln). This shows that we can take 
az = {St&(%, Ccc,): n EN} as a neighborhood basis at each x E X. Let (X, 5) denote 
the space X with this new topology and observe that for any A C’ X, the set 
Xnt(A; 5) = {%: St&(%, %,) c A for some m E N} 
is open in (X3 3). Let M = X/S be the quotient space obtained from (X, Y) by 
defining two points x and y to be equivalent if y E Cx. (The transitivity of this reIation 
follows because {St*&(x, em): n E N) is a neighborhood basis for Cx). Now let Q be a 
quotient map fjom (X, n onto M and let JI be the identity map from X onto (X, 5). 
It is easy to see that Q is an open continuous map and $ is continuous. we let f = Q 0 + 
and observe that f is clearly a continuous map from X onto M. If we can show that M 
is me&able ard f is a perfect map, it wi follow from [lo, Theorem 6.11 that X is a 
paracompact M-space. 
First we show that M is metrizablf:, For each n E N, let 
5& ={Q(Int(Stk(x, @ti); 5)): x EX) 
and note that (a,,) is a sequence of open covers of M Let t E M, V be an open subset 
of A# containing t and let x E p-‘(t). Then Cx = &t)c (p’*(V) and by Lemma 4.1 
there is an n EN such that StZk*(z, &J c p-‘(V). If y E Qml(Stk (f, a,)), then Q(Y) E 
St&(t, 3”) and thus there exist sets A latr 21...,AkcEa,,suchthatQ(y)GA1,tEAk 4, 
andAlnAl,1sc0fori=1,2,...,k-~l.Now,foreechi=1,2,...,k-1,thereisan 
%i E X such that 
4 = 9 (Int (St’ (xi, %,); 5)) l
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Let zi E Ai A A~+I. Since 
Q-l(Q(Int(Stk(Xi, %,,); T))) = ht (Stk(& %,,); 9) 
foreachi=1,2 ,..., k-1,wehave 
Y E Q-'(Qo'))c Int(Stkh %h; n, 
Q-l(Zi) C Int(Stk(& %,,); 9) A Int(Stk(xi+l, a,,); 9) 
and 
x E Q”(t) c rnt(Stk(x&, a & 9). 
Thus y E St&(x,, %,), x E St&(x&, %,) and, for i = 1,2, . . . , k - 1, 
Stk(xi, Q&a) f?St&(xi+l, Qk) f 0. 
It follows that y E St*&*(x, %,) and thus 
Q-‘(St& (t, a,,)) c StZk2(X, %,,) c Q-‘(v). 
Hence Stk(t, SJ c V, so that M is metrizable by Theorem 3.1. 
Next we show that f is a perfect map. To see that f is a closed map, suppose that A 
is a closed subset of X Let t E Cl&(A) and let x &(t). Now, 
f(A) n Q(wstkk Q&l); n) f 0 
for every M E N and it follows easily that A A St’(x, %,,I # 0. Let x,, E A KT Stk (x, *PI 
for each n E N. By [9, Lemma 2.5 in I], the sequence (x,) has a cluster point x0 which 
is contained in the set A nnTsl Cl* St&(x, qn). But notIe that 
Clx St&(x, %“) c Stk+l(x, Q&), 
so that by Lemma 4.1, 
xoeAn fi Stk”(x,Q~)=AnC~. 
n=l 
Hence we have t = f(x) = f (x0) E f(A), which shows that f is closed, Finally, let t E M 
and x E (p-‘(t). Then Cx = q?(t) and f’(t) = #-l(p-l(t)) = $-*(Cx) = 6, which is 
compact. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let k E N. Since X is a paracompact &M-space; there exists a 
refining wM-sequence (%,J such that, for each x E X, the set C; = ny= l St’(x, %J is 
compact and C, = nr_ 1 Clx Stk+l(x, %,). For each n E N, let 
$?,={BopeninflX:BnXE%,}. 
By Lemma 2.7, the sequence (a,) is a refining sequence. Suppose xE X, y E PX -X 
and W is an open set in /3X such that 
@,c WcClfi~WGtk(x,48n)n[@X-{y~]. 
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By Lemma 4.1, there exists n(x) EN such that 
SP+‘(X, %& c W AX = C&X W nX. 
Sin= Sfk+‘(x, q,,& = SP(x, 6&)) n X, it follows that SP’(X, &,~)-Cl~x W = 
0. Hence 
C&UK Stk+‘(x, %w) c Stk(x, 3,) n [/3X -{ yll 
and so the sequence (a,) satisfies condition (Dk) of Section 1. Also, 
ye Stk+‘k 48n(x)) = Stkk %a(& 
and, since y is an arbitrary element of /3X-X, it follows that nz_, Stk(X, GJn) c X 
Thus the sequence (am) satisfies condition (Ak) of Section 1 showing that X is 
strongly pk-embedded in /3X 
Conversely, suppose (a,)) is a sequence of covers of X illustrating that X is 
strongly pk-embedded in /3X. For each n E N, let Q&, = {I3 n X: B E 48,) and observe 
that (%,) is a refining sequence. For each x E X, let 
cx = fi Cl@X stk+l(x, !3&) = fi Stk(x, a&J 
n-l n=l 
and note that C, is a compact subset of X By Lemma 2.5, Cx = nr_, Stk(X, %n). 
Also, for each n E N, there is an n(x) E N such that C&W Stk+‘(X, &J c St(x, 9”). 
@IhW 
Clx Stk+‘(X, @n(s)) = Clm Stk+‘(X, Q&j) n X 
C Clsx Stk+‘(x, %&n X 
c Stk(x, an) nX = Stk(X, sn). 
Hence, C, = nzW, Clx St’+‘(x, Q&). If we can show that (Q&) is a wM=sequence, 
then it wiU follow from Theorem 4.2 that X is a paracompact M-space. If xn E 
St’&, %fi)5 then x,, E Clsx Stk+’ (x, am). Since fix is compact, he sequence (x,J has a 
cluster potit and any such cluster point must be in C, c X Hence, the sequence (Q!n) 
is a uM-sequence. 
5. i&ore spaces 
A regular space X is called a 1Mgore space if there exists a sequence (%) of open 
covers of X such that {St(x, $$): n E N) is a neighborhood basis at x E X. The 
sequence (%n) is called a development forX. 
Since the proof of Theorem 2,3 is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.1, it 
will be omitted. AM, the reader should’obseive that the sequence (3,) used in the 
definition of strict Ga (I)-emkdding does not n&&&ily hatie to be a. refining 
sequence. 
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The following characterization f completely regular Moore spaces is easily seen 
to be equivalent to a strict G&(l)-embedding. 
Theorem 53. A completely regular space X is a Moore space if and 61nly if there is a 
sequence (9&J of covers of X by sets open in $X such thut, for every x EX, 
n:_1 Qx St(x, 3”) = {x1. 
The class of metscompact Moore spaces i  an interesting class of spaces which is, in 
fact, equivalent to the class of spaces with a uniform base [8, Theorem 41. We have 
the following characterization f metacompact Moore spaces. 
Theorem 5.2. A completely regular spacexis a metacompact Moore space if and only 
if there is a sequence (9&J of covers of X by sets open in PX satisfybg : 
(a) Each Se, is point-finite at points in X. 
(b) For each n E X, nzzI Cl~x St(x, 9,) = {x}. 
Proof. Let X be a metacompact Moore space with a development (Q&J* For each 
n E N, let Vn be a point-finite open refinement of %n. Then, of course, (VH) is atso a 
development for X For each n E N, let 
am={Bopenin/3X: BnXeV,}. 
By Lemma 2.6, St(x, VJ = St(x, Se,) nX and so, for each n E N, (a) is satisfied. An 
argument analogous to that used in proving the necessity of Theorem 2.1 +ferifies that 
(b) is satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose (&) is a sequence of covers of X by sets open :n @X 
satisfying conditions (a) and (b). It is easy to verify that we may assume an+1 e &,, for 
each n E N. Putting %,, = {B AX: B E 48,) and using an argument similar to that used 
in proving the sufficiency of Theorem 2.1, shows that (%,,) is a development for X. 
Further, it is clear that % = Uz=, %” is a a-point finite open basis for X It follows 
from [6, Theorem 121 that X is a metacompact Moore space. 
6. Semimetrizable spaces 
A space X is semimetrizable if there exists a real valued function $ on X x Y such 
that 
(1) d(x, y) = d(y, x)30; 
(2) d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y ; 
(3) forM~X,x~Cl~Mifandonlyifd(x,M)=inf{d(x,y):y~M}--~. 
If, in addition, d satisfies 
(4) foreverv&>OandxEX,{yEX: d(x,y)<s)isanopensubsetofX,&enXis 
said to be o-semimetrizable [7]. A semi-development [l] for a space X is a sequence 
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(,9”) of (not necissarily open) covers of X’such that, for every x E k;-{St(x, &): n E 
19 is a local system of neighborhoods at x. 
The relationship between semimetrizable spaces and semi-developments is given 
rEn the fd.Uowing theorem.& ” \ 
I 
‘Tbetwenr 6.1. (a) A space X is semimetrizable if and only if there is a semi- 
kve~pment (&) for X [I]. 
(bl A space X is o-semimetrizable ifand bnlp if there ii a-semi-d&Glt$ment (C,) for 
.X swh that, for every n E X, {St(x, lei,,): n E M is &a @en, b&is ai x [7]. 
BanM of Theorem 2.4. Suppose X is semimetrizable. ByTheorem 6.X (a), X has a 
~~mi-development (a,,). Suppose xE X sad y E @X with x’f 9. Then x E /3X -{ y} 
livhich is open in #3X, and so there exists an open set G in X such that 
since (a&) is a semi-development forX, there exists an n(x) E N such that 
x E Intx St(x, &I) c St(x, 48,& c G c CIBfi c PX o(y). 
It follows that Cl@x St(x, 9?,& c /3X - { yl, and hence that 
fi Cl~x St(x, 5&J = 6 Cl, St(x, 9”) nX = {x}. 
n=l n=l 
Conversely, suppose (an) is a sequence ofsubsets of /3X satisfying the conditions 
of the theorem. We may assume tha.t &+I < 98, for esch n EN. Put Qn = 
(,B n X: B E Se,}. Let # E X, U be an open set in X containing xr and U’ be open in @X 
such that U’nX = W. Consider the sequence (Cl& St(x, B,,) - I?‘) of subsets of @X 
lf each member of this sequence were nonempty, then we would have 
fi \ICl@X St(x, 3?m)- U’) = {x}- (jl’ # 0. 
n==l 
However, x E 27 and so there exists an m E P? such that Clg~ St(x, 48,) c U’. By 
hypothesis, n E Intx St(x, 3,) and so 
x E Intx St(x, &) n Int.KX = Ir&(St(,, Se,) n X) = Intx St(x, %,). 
Thus, we have 
xEIntxSt(x,%JcSt(x,%&=St(x,9?,)nXcU’nX=U 
and so ($111) is a semi-development forX. Thus, by Theorem 6.1 (a), X is semi- 
me&able, 
Using Theorem 6.1 (b), the following characterization for o-semimetrizable 
paces can be obtained in a manner similar to the preceding result. 
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Theorem 6.2. A completely regular space X is o-semimetrizable if and only if there 
exists a sequence (9&J of covers of X by subsets of @XI such that, for every x E XI 
St(x, @B,) AX is open in X and f-)zx, C16~ 3(x, Se,) = (x). 
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